
To Coach:

❏ REMINDER: Post the after-class announcement (on Outschool) along with the quiz link 
once your class has been concluded. The announcement is below, just copy and paste 
it (you may have to make small modifications to fit your class).

❏ Must stay with students for 90 minutes! If students pick up the project quickly please ask 
students to add more features into the project.

❏ Cameras must stay ON for teachers/students. If a student is having issues or does not want to 
cooperate, please let staff know.

❏ Today’s project is fairly short, so take your time throughout the lesson and thoroughly 
explain everything.
❏ If you still finish early, a great way to finish off class is by allowing all the students to 

draw some different types of faces (for example, some with sunglasses, some with 
hats, etc.) and then trying it out within scratch.



Image Recognition with 
Machine Learning



What will we do today?

❖ Create a program to tell whether the faces we draw are 
happy or sad

❖ What emotions should we try to identify?
❖ Happy
❖ Sad



How is this different than previous 
problems

Brainstorm



Image Recognition

❖ Before we’ve used text and sound recognition, now we 
will use image recognition

❖ We won’t be able to make a rule-based version of this 
project
❖ Every face you draw is a little different
❖ Perfect for machine learning!



Why is machine learning good at this?

❖ Every picture is made up of thousands if not millions of little pixels
❖ No two pictures will ever match

❖ Machine learning is great at learning patterns
❖ It can learn the patterns in our happy faces and sad faces



Jumping straight into the AI



The faces to draw

❖ Need to draw faces with patterns that are easy for our AI to see
❖ Keep it consistent!

Happy Sad



Making Good Samples

Bad Drawings Bad Pictures



Creating the labels



Train your model



Test your training



Time to Code

Click “Select Application” and choose “Scratch”



Example



To Add Your Costumes

❖ Go to sprite costume

❖ On the bottom left, Upload a pic from camera

❖ This is how you will be able to add all of your different 
pictures of the faces



Images Needed

All the test images will be saved as 
costumes for one sprite

Backdrop

Sprite



Flowchart



Blocks you’ll need



Setting up our code

blank sprite





Add the extension

Click the 
“Extensions” 

button at the 
bottom left

Select the image 
ML extension

You should now have 
a new block type for 
this extension



Using the Blocks



Is machine learning good at this 
problem?

Did your program work well?

How could it improve?



Let’s add another emotion

❖ Choose your own emotion
❖ Make it clearly different than the other two emotions

❖ Keep it simple and easy to draw

❖ Add the samples

❖ Train with the new samples

❖ Add the logic to the program



Class Announcement
Hello Everyone,

Today's class went sorta fast and we were able to finish everything on the agenda, how great! I 
apologize for the confusion during the lesson regarding the uploads of the pictures. Either way, my 
code for the project is attached. Please remember that you have to login through AIcode101 to 
use the extension that is needed.

Here is a quick recap of what we learned today:
- How to use IMAGE recognition
- How to upload pictures using our camera to Scratch
- How to program in scratch using recognition credibility

If you have any questions please feel free to reach out to me through here on Outschool! Have a 
great rest of your week. If there are any questions that you do not understand then please let me 
know at the start of next class so that I can do my best to explain it to you. 


